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University seeks to better social relations through education and organizing
items that the University will
continue to work on well into
THE BG HEWS
the future.
If asked what the definition
This new diversity plan
of diversity was, what would you
reemphasizes the Board of
say? Everyone would have a difTrustees resolution that reaflercnl response. Diversity is a
firmed their previous commitword that encompasses a wide
ment to diversity this spring.
variety of ideas.
BGSU's Diversity Plan is
In the spring of this year,
actually nothing new, except for
Bowling Green State University
BARBARA WADDELL
the fact that it has formally been
tried to capture as many views
Affirmotivt Action OHim
written down. The Board of
of the word into the University's
new Diversity Plan, a five yeai on. The challenge of Segment I Trustees actually approved simiprogram.
as outlined by the plan is the lar resolutions in 1987 and 1991.
"Diversity in education is a "public image of BGSU as a
The purpose of the Diversity
value for students," said Barbara non-diverse university is un- Plan and its main goals are menWaddell, a University affirma- welcoming to students and tioned in the Universities
tive action officer. "Out in soci- employees of color." Segment Statement Affirming Diversity.
ety there arc different cultures, IPs challenge is outlined to The Statement reads as follows:
ethnicities and races.11
"Bowling Green State
"increase diversity among idenThe whole face of America is tified job groups." Segment Ill's University embraces, as an
constantly changing, and the challenge is "to create and important educational value,
University hopes to be an inte- encourage expansion of work the ideal of a diverse institution.
gral part of that change
The University fosters an envi"We want to
ronment, which
incorporate tluretlects and celeUNIVERSITY STATEMENT AFFIRMING
into who we are,
brates diversity,
what we stand
DIVERSITY
promotes tolerfor, and what we
ance and civility,
believe,"
said
"Bowling Green Stale University embraces, as an important encourages
Waddell.
educational value, the ideal of a diverse institution. The inclusion,
Two
main
University fosters an environment, which reflects and cele- embraces healthy
developers of the
brates diversity, promotes tolerance and civility, encourages interdependence,
new
diversity
inclusion, embraces healthy interdependence, and promises and promises to
plan are Marshall
to all members a learning community free of discrimination all members a
Rose the direclearning commutor of affirmative
and harassment."
nity free of disaction,
and
crimination and
Rebecca
Ferguson, the assistant provost environments, which reflect harassment."
The new diversity plan :s not
for human resources.
human diversity, promote tolernecessarily
a form of affirmative
The plan outlines three seg
ance and civility, encourage
ments that the University wishes inclusion) embrace healthy action, said Waddell.
"The plan is to ensure that
to expand upon, and each seg
interdependence and arc free of
we
don't overlook anyone who
menl has a challenge, an action
unlawful discrimination and
can enrich student experience
step, key areas and a timetable.
harassment."
These three segments are as
Each of these segments out- sand not rival our standards,"
follows: Segment I: Public lines numerous steps of action she said.
There is no specific issue
Relations and Community that the University plans to
Outreach;
Segment
II: carry out. They also outline that focuses mainly on students.
Recruitment and Hiring of what areas in the University will In fact, students are hardly menFaculty and Staff; and Segment help to achieve these challenges. tioned in the plan at all. This
As one can see by the goals doesn't mean that the plan won't
III: Retention of Faculty and
of the University, the timetable effect them, however.
Staff and Campus Climate.
"The whole purpose is for
Each segment contains a lor the new Diversity Plan is an
specific challenge that the on-going one. Many of the the students," Waddell said. "It
University would like to focus actions that the plan outlines are enhances education."
APRIL KI.I.IOI I
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"The plan is to
ensure that we
don't overlook anyone who can enrich
student experiences
and not rival our
standards."

hyavc.dngal^nnngajnvm.mty mUs

iL/fdiivrse. Ifwe are to ovate truly
cnuimnmentfor■studentswhen-that
ZericncesMlengehistoricandpn-t'cnlmg
gender and racial stereotypes.

Marshall Rose, Director of AA

BGSU Faculty and Staff Diversity Action Plan
Segment I.
Public Relations
and Community
Outreach

Segment II.
Recruitment and
Hiring of Faculty and
Staff

Segment III.
Retention of Faculty
and Staff and Campus
Climate

Challenge: Dispel public image
of BGSU as a non-diverse
University that is un-welcoming to students and employees
of color.
Action Steps:
•Media campaign targeting
Ohio and other area1"
•Increase attendance, support
and co-sponsorship of community activities and events focusing on people of color
•Establish a President's
Advisory Council on improving BGSU's image with communities of color
•Survey BGSU's alumni of
color
•Conduct comprehensive annual survey of BGSU units to
identify diversity initiatives

Challenge: Increase diversity
among identified job groups.
Action Steps:
■Expand diversity within appli
cant pocN
•Find alternative recruitment

Challenge: Create and encourage expansion of work environments, which reflect human
diversity, promote tolerance
and civility, encourage inclusion, embrace healthy interdependence and are free of
unlawful discrimination and
harassment
Action Steps:
•Develop professional development pilot-training program
•Give a campus update from
various diversity-oriented
University offices
•Continue monitoring new faculty promotion and tenure
plans
•Present new faculty and staff
orientations
•Expand or establish faculty
and staff mentioning programs
•Mandate sexual harassment
and unlawful discrimination
prevention workshops

SOUrCCS

•Scan publications to identify
outstanding graduate students
•Develop a vita bank for search
commillee>
■Present employment and hiring workshops in communities
of color
•Identify benchmarks lor each
department by job group
•Include AA/EEO recruitment
activities used in searches
•Identify alternative avenues
through which to Increase
minority and female employ
ment opportunities

For the good ofthe Union...
The Union project has
been underway for some
time now, and alter the bids
-ome through in a few
week'., the hard work will
really begin.
Raymond Buckhol/., the
project architect in the office
of design and construction
representing the University
along with Perry Dean
Rodgers 8c Partners out of
Bosion, are in charge of renovating the union.
They have started excavating and relocating the
utility tunnels. Asbestos
work is finished.
"All this work we were
doing just u> get things out
of the way," Buckhol/. said.
Gale Swanka. the associate director of the student
union, feels everything is
running smoothly with
regards to the Union project.
It lecls more real to us
now that Prout has been
demolished, although it was
sad to see it come down,"
Swanka said.
BG HEWS PHOTO/Mkhoel lehmlcudte
eOPY/WendySuto
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Avoiding historical double jeopardy
Behind my back—I've been
brutalized by people other than
Brulus and ludas. Yeah—you
could say thai I know betrayal—
not just because I've been the
back that's been stabbed, but
because I've also been the hand
that held the knife.
But when you get backstabbed by betrayal, your body
doesn't bleed blood, your broken skin just bleeds anger. On
top of those broken promises
arc broken hearts with broken
knuckles that broke apart bedroom walls. After the screaming—after the crying—after the
yelling—the only thing I had
let? was my grudge, a harden
crust like the remains of food on
dinner plates gone uncleaned.
I used to hold onto my
grudge with both hands while it
Was wrapped between my legs,
all the while clamping down on
it with my teeth—it was a secu-

rity blanket that only Linus
could understand. I used to hold
onto grudges—that is, I used to
until I finally understood that
the grudge was holding onto
mc-feeding off of my anger like
a parasite, weakening the person
I am.
A grudge is nothing more
than old anger—it does little
good today, when it was meant
for yesterday. It is embedded in
the past, and I think that is the
big problem for people today:
too many of us walk toward our
destinations facing backwards.
I've met so many people who
argue about slavery—Jewish
people saying thai Ihey had it
worst than anyone else because
Ihcir people built the Pyramids,
while blacks are saying how that
doesn't count—how their slavery is more important to
address because their slavery
built America.
If people are going to argue
about suffering, why nol include
the Irish—weren't they treated
as badly as African Americans at
one point in American history?
Maybe that isn't a good example
because many Irish have successfully assimilated into soci
ety—well, what about the

Japanese—didn't the United
Stales drop i\\ atomic bomb on
them—weren't many mutated
and killed in the blast? Wellthat might not count due to the
fact that it happened overseas—
not American soil, but weren't
there Japanese concentration
camps? Well that probably
wouldn't count either as suffering due to the fact that these
camps were run by the United
States—not Hitler. What about
the Vietnamese—weren't many
innocent people killed, raped,
and massacred in the name of
democracy—that
probably
doesn't count either, because
everyone knows that a burning
Buddhist monk is only worth a
dime to Diallo's dollar. What
about Native Americans—honestly who care. When it comes
down to it, people care more
about who is more sacred to
them—Leonard
Poltier
or
Ass.ita Shakur.
Yeah—there were many
injustices in the past, and many
of them will be committed in
the future, bul how many of us
were they committed tor When I
hear about people holding
grudges over incidents that happened 400 years ago—it saddens

Alter reading the guesl col
umn "Look out, Al—Barbie's
running for pre/." (7/121 I
could not help but think how
stereotypical the author was,
even though he criticized
Mattel for Barbie's stereotypical features. Sure, Barbie looks
the same today as when she
was created, but the author
makes it sound like a blonde,
leggy, large-breasted" woman
can be nothing but a ditt.

Robin Weirauch
BGSU Administrative Staff
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See pa. 9 for this week's CROSSWORD PUZZLE.

Letters to the Editor Policy
Copyright © 2000, The
BG News, Bowling Green,
Ohio. Reprinting of any
material from this publication without prior permission of The BG News is
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is
published daily during the
academic year and weekly
during the summer semester.

Letters to the Editor.
Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two
typed, double-spaced
pages). These are usually in
response to a current issue
on the BGSU campus or
Bowling Green area.
Guest Columns. Longer
pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submitted as
(HUM Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest
Column or Letter, bring a
copy on a labeled disk
(Microsoft Word, Mac
compatible) to 210 West
Hall and leave it in the
Opinion Editor's mailbox.
Or, send it on e-mail to
timleec? bgnet.bgsu.edu
and give it the subject,
"Letter to the Editor."

creations are learning tools—
not evidence to reconstruct a
crime.
As a society, we arc not just
molded and defined by merely
what our forefathers did—we
arc also defined by what they
didn't do. The full circle of
events make us whole—the bad
and the good—but these past
actions don't condemn us today.
Simply hold on to history,
but don't let history hold on to
you so tightly that the past hinders your thinking toward today
and tomorrow.
It is sad to sec so many people carry the burden and anger
of their forefathers. For our
forefathers sacrificed their lives
in such a manner so that we
today would never have to
endure what they did. The fact
is—none of our ancestors
would have ever sacrificed anything if they knew that their
children, and their children's
children would hold the same
anger they did. Because they
believed that today and tomorrow were better places than
where they were yesterday.

Billions for polluters

might grow up with selfesteem, empathy, and compassion in their hearts—kids who
just can't imagine going to
school with a gun and shooting
up their friends.
I'm sure the author had fun
writing the fictional debate
with Barbie—but he missed
the whole point: Ghange has to
start somewhere.

Docs a woman have to look
like Bella Abzug to run for
president?
1 am also offended by Mr.
Ross' portrayal of animal kindness (in the fictional interview
comments from Barbie) as
nothing more than someone
who thinks animals are cute!
Peace and compassion for all
living things is a highly
respectable pair of platform
issues, il you ask me. Gee, kids
playing with the new presidential
candidate
Barbie,

did, must we also accept their
faults and bear their guilt?
It's one thing to respect the
past, but it is another thing to
have one foot so rooted so deep
in the past that it becomes a
bind—it shackles one so tight
that one can no longer be progressive due to the weight of
their resentment. If that is the
case, how can one take that historical knowledge and apply it
to today?
The answer—we simply
must learn from those lessons
that our ancestors have already
learned from their experiences
as we walk with one foot in
front of the other. In life, there is
no need to walk backwards, but
there are times when we must
turn our head back to see from
where we came from in order to
fully understand where we are
going.
In a time when people relive
history through "Platoon,"
"Hamburger
Hill,"
"The
Messenger," "Braveheart," "The
Last
of
the
Mohicans,"
"Amistad,"
"Dances
with
Wolves," "Gladiator" and "The
Patriot"—it's easy to look back
and condemn many groups for
their past actions, but these re-

GUEST COLUMN

Letter to the Editor
'Vote for Barbie' author
found offensive

me how hate can hold a person
still.
I can understand Holocaust
survivors holding resentment
toward Germans. I can understand a Rodney King and
Diallo's parents holding resentment toward the I.APD and
NYCPD. I can understand
POWS that still have resentment
toward Vietnamese.
These people were directly
affected, but what about those
that argue in the name of these
people— do the\' have to imagine that all whites are descendants of slave-holders to maintain their grudge? Do people
believe that every German out
there is actually ready to kill an
exuberant number of lews?
All these thing are all part of
our history - not jus) American,
but the world as we know it. The
history that our ancestors built
glimmered at times, but to every
light there is a dark-side. A side
of history that is so grim that
many people had to turn their
heads as they covered their eyes
with one hand, while the other
hand covered the eyes of their
children. In that, we must accept
all the deeds of dead, but in
accepting what our forefathers

Opinions expressed in
columns and letters to the
editor are not necessarily
those of the student body,
faculty, University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials
are the opinion of the
Summer 2000 BG News
staff.
The BG News encourages
its readers to notify the
paper ot any errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the
Editor-in-Chief and the
Editorial Board are final.
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Declaring that it is time to
free America "forever from the
dominance of Big Oil and foreign oil," Vice President Al Gore
recently unveiled a 10-year, $75
billion plan that has virtually
nothing to do with oil at all.
In fact, $68 billion of that
will actually go toward the
modernization of older coalfired electricity plants and the
promotion of natural gas.
Although the details are sketchy,
what's clear is that the Gore
energy plan is a Trojan horse
loaded with corporate welfare.
First of all, why in the world
should the taxpayer foot the bill
for the cleanup of aging power
plants? Those facilities are
owned by private firms that
should pay for their own plant
maintenance and upgrades.
This suggests one of two
possibilities: Hither the environmental lobby has undergone a
radical ideological transformation before our very eyes, or
there's no principle they won't
jettison to put Gore in the
White House. After all, if Bush
had proposed to have the taxpayer foot the bill for the regulatory compliance costs of "polluters," the Green lobby would

H

be apoplectic.
That would be particularly
true if the hypothetical Bush
plan were written by a close former aide now employed as a
lobbyist for the "polluters." But
that's apparently what happened with Gore. Kathleen
McGinty, a past chair of the
White House Council on
Environmental Quality and
adviser to Gore on environmental issues, has acknowledged a
major role in crafting the proposal. McGinty is currently on
the payroll of the lobbying firm
Troutman Sanders, which has
been retained by several of the
nation's largest coal-fired electricity companies.
Of course, "Big Coal" isn't
the only recipient of Gore's proposed handouts. "Big Gas" also
gets a chunk of tax money in the
form of public support for distributed energy sources. For the
uninitiated, "distributed energy" is jargon for very small
power sources such as microturbines that can be located
near consumers with a minimum of transmission and distribution. Microturbines can be
powered by a lot of fuels, but
natural gas is easily the cheapest, most versatile and economically competitive alternative.
The few billion dollars in
Gore's plan not being spent on
the coal or gas industry ate ear-

E
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marked for funding increases
for existing programs: more tax
subsidies for renewable energy,
more tax cuts for purchasing
solar- or wind-powered energy,
more handouts to homeowners
who install solar roofs, more
support for mass transit ($360
billion since the mid-1960s and
counting), and more research
and development for alternatives to fossil fuels ($10 billion
since the establishment of the
Department of Energy in 1978).
As for "freeing us" from oil,
these programs will do no more
now than when President
Jimmy Carter launched them in
the 1970s.
Despite his public pronouncements, Gore's plan will
have no effect on OPEC's market power or on "Big Oil's"
alleged stranglehold on the
economy, for the simple reason
that petroleum doesn't compete
with coal or natural gas. But
then, the plan wasn't meant to.
Instead, il was designed to
accomplish every politician's
chief objective: Expand the pool
of special interests that stand to
gain by your victory. The fact
that the vice president has
pulled this off while playing the
populist card with such demagogic flair demonstrates that he
shouldn't be counted out of the
election yet.
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Campus success LSU takes charge
JEREMY JOHNSTON
jcrcmyiC^bgnct.bgsu.cdu

THE BG NEWS
"In unity there is strength."
I would like to introduce to
you the Latino Student Union
(LSU), one of the most influential and respected student organizations here at Howling Green
State University. Although LSU
may not need an introduction,
for their presence is known by
most everybody, what they do
and who they are is probably a
mystery to the University and
community.
First and foremost, LSU
strives to educate people about
the Latino culture and its history, hopefully giving them a better understanding of who and
what they are and striving to
put an end to the stereotyping.
"The organization is good
cultural education for the campus," says Jesse Sandoval, the
new LSU president for the
upcoming year.
The organization is also big
on recruiting and

talking and recruiting Latino

to support the organization;

students."

Latino Heritage Month; and
workshops, which are designed

Starting Sept. 6, there will be
meetings every week to provide

to bring speakers in to talk to

a time to come together, social-

the members and include lead-

ize, and to plan for future events
and activities.

ership, resume building, and
team building workshops to

"People say and think we

give aid to those who are eager
to learn.

only do a few events, but that is
simply not true," says Sandoval,

"LSU is also like a second

also adding that a tentative

family," explains Sandoval, "we

schedule is in the works.

are there for each other, through

widely-l'nown

thick and thin. If one of us

event
is
the
annual
Latinopalooza, which consists

needs help, we help, whatever
the reason. If the problem is

of live entertainment and serves

education

as a good time for students and

school, we help them make the

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS — LSU hos one of the lorgesl memberships of ony on compos student organization

the community and works as a

transition.
"It is also something to do

and a number of others who arc-

interact with Hispanic speakers
from all over the nation and
participate in workshops. The
conference attracted

The

most

means for people to learn more

or adaptation

to
Photo Provided

goals, our Cabinet has been
strong and the members have

about the Latino culture.
"It works better than having

and feel good about taking part
of; at the meetings there are var-

not Latino, for LSU is for people
who are interested in learning

people sit in a class and listen to

ious activities. It makes people

about the culture.

10.000-

grown stronger. If one of us
falls, we all fall. I have worked

a lecture," adds Sandoval.

feel warm and welcome, and we

"Like I said, the bond of the

12,000 Hispanics last year, and

hard, but my work is pointless

can help them get through the
hard times."

group is like a family," says
Sandoval, "and it makes people

this year LSU is sending .'0 students to take part in the activi-

without the support and dedi-

the

feel good. If you are not Latino,

ties.

have continued to strengthen...and have grown enormous-

There is the Dia de los
Muertos, or "Day of the Dead," a
discussion on Latino culture

He

also

adds

that

and history; Mesa Obliqua,
where Latino students gather

believes

we welcome you as one of us

A specific example of an

Strongly in family, not just the

anyway. We do not shut the

attempt LSU has made to better

together and talk about growing

ambience, but in all aspects.

door on anyone, nor do we dis-

educate

Hispanic

culture

and

culturize

the

retaining

cation i)l the members, and we

ly as a result," says Sandoval.
Hie numbers prove that the
efforts LSU has excersized have been proific; in 1972, there
were only 20 Hispanic
students

at

BGSU,

today there are over
350. LSU is not at the
point where they
would like to be,
being in competition
with the other Ohio
schools, but is making
progress,
says.

Sandoval

Right
now,
LSU is looking lor
new members and
people willing to
arry on the work
that everyone before
them started. "Many
of us won't be here
next year. Set it's good
to see freshmen and
sophomores already
maturing and stepping up, but we need
more,"

Sandoval

claims.
LSU
opened

has

up

more

opportunities

for

active members to
become
m jre
involved in the business-aspect
CULTURE COMES TO LIFE — In addition to all of its leadership and political efforts, LSU is known for bringing cultural arts programs, like folkloric dancing, to the BGSU campus.

Latino students. LSU works diligently every spring with the
Office of Admissions, going to
the high schools and talking to
the students, says Sandoval,
adding
"there's
also
a
Multiculture
Recruitment
Advisory Board that works at

of

the

Photo Provided organization.
Advertising,
public
University is the Latino Faculty,

relations, and other
diverse committees, on top of

of 10 say it's the most important

criminate.
LSU is also responsible for

Administration

the live Cabinet positions and

comes from the same back-

thing. That mind frame carries

bringing new programs from

Initiative, a panel affiliated with

president and vice president

ground

over to the organization.''

other universities to BGSU, such

LSU that put together a prcsi-

positions, have been created and

One facet that makes LSU so

as the Grass Hoots Leadership

influential is that it is not just
for people with Hispanic roots;

Development
Program
(GRLDP) and the Collegiate

dential report, presented to
University President Sidnev

incorporated to give its member- the ability to make deci-

Ribeau, describing everything

anyone can join. There are
Caucasians, African-Americans,

Leadership

up and how hard or easy it was

"Ask any Hispanic, nine out

for them, because not everyone
and

has

the

same

opportunities; Sangria y Pan is
an event that doles out juice and
bread and is a time for LSU to
talk to students during classes,
iducatlng and recruiting them

since the organization's incep-

lions and participate more vigorously. "It makes everyone feel

Program (CLDP). GRLDP concentrates on members being

tion. Within its contents are recommendations
to
the

important," adds Sandoval, "we
mold leaders here.

able to meet local officials and is
more for the students and com-

University to; I' form commit-

"The problem for many
people is the lack of experience

munity

at hand and to provide presentable plans of action to the

for those who do not know the

helps with the event. CLDP is a
six week program in the spring,

college's governing officials; 2)

where they can hear from some
of the more recognized admin-

advertise job postings in local

the real world, working with
latinos and not knowing any-

Latino newspapers and other

thing about us and where we

istrators from BGSU speak on

mediums and done so in an

come from. The solution is to

what their job is and entails.

inclusive manner; ,*l create .i
University-wide
progressive

experience what we offer and

plan to recruit more Latinos to
faculty and administrative posi-

are, 1 SU offers the solution and
gives everyone insight."

the opportunity to speak, lays

tions; and 4) the development
of a specific program for all

ing LSU, or just popping your

Sandoval. There is a question
and answer sequence, and the

BGSU employees to make them

head in to check out a meeting

more culturally sensitive; just to
name a few.

or program, its phone number
is 372-8325.

LSU has continued to
steadily grow since its charier m

involved, and you may be hard-

members,

faculty

but

LSU

members

claimed their jobs didn't allow
them to see many students, so
they support the program and

overall effect is a fruitious
hand;-on experience.
There is also the United

tees to research necessary issues

Leadership

1972, and has done so limply

Conference that takes place
every year in Chicago. Last year,

through hard work and dedica-

LSU sent 24 students to the

"The members here are dedicated. We strive lor the same

States

Photo Provided

Staff

Development

"Many

SOUNDS LIKE A WINNER — LSU's Latinopalooza has become one of the most anticipated annual University events.

and

Hispanic

tour-day conference to hear and

tion.

Latino culture. It's hard to go to

become educated on who we

If you are interested in join-

It's never too late to get
presaed to find such a universally oriented group to join.
"In unity there is strength."
encourages Sandoval, "And we
can't do it without your help."
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Minority students face variety of issues
For many students, life at
Bowling Green State University
settles into a comfortable routine surrounded by familiar
people from similar backgrounds. In a small college town
surrounded by miles of rural
northwest Ohio farmland, the
college experience is anything
but intimidating.
For minority students, however, life in Bowling Green can
be very different. Very inconvenient. Very challenging.
According
to
Bettina
Shuford, interim director at the
University's
Center
for
Multicultural and Academic
Initiatives, situations that most
Caucasian students take for
granted are often most difficult
for minorities.
"I guess the biggest issue
(facing minority students at
BGSU) is any type of classroom

situation where maybe there is a
handful of your type of students
in class."
Shuford said it can be a burden to be expected to represent
your particular culture in a
classroom setting because of the
demographic makeup of the
class—a situation that most
majority
students
never
encounter.
"Most campus events are
scheduled for the majority," said
Shuford. "We try to find ways to
incorporate the needs (of
minority students) into campus."
According to Shuford, the
campus environment is not the
only thing that can be uninviting. The city itself often does not
cater to the needs of the multicultural students. She cited hair
products and barber shops as
resources that don't serve the
needs of minorities.
"Sometimes they have to go
to Toledo," she said.

Does this perceived snub
hurt the University in recruiting
and retaining minority students?
"It boils down to personal fit
for some," said Shuford. "The
nature of the campus itself may
not be the best fit."
Normea Banner, vice president of the Black Student
Union, believes there has been
some progress made. For that
she credits University President
Sidney Ribeau, an expert on race
relations and a past participant
in President Clinton's nationwide dialogue on race relations.
"I think that since President
Ribeau has been here that more
has been geared toward retaining minority students," Banner
said.
Founded in 1969, the Black
Student Union works with the
Gospel Choir, Springfest and
Dry Dock to bring minority students together in a social setting.
Springfest is a spring semester

event that promotes black culture in Bowling Green. Dry
Dock is an organization that
sponsors non-alcoholic social
events for campus.
"One of the major issues
that BSU is trying to work on is
unity among minority students
here," said Banner, a junior sociology major.
In addition to promoting a
sense of multiculturalism on
campus
through
African
American students, the Center
for Multicultural and Academic
Initiatives also supports the
University's recent effort to hire
more Hispanic faculty.
"Having faculty from diverse
backgrounds adds to the intellectual discourse in the academy
in terms of examining issues
from multiple perspectives,
which aids in the intellectual
development of all students,
Shuford told The BG News in
March.
"If we are to succeed as lead-

love Amongst The Spreadsheets:

making it a romance novel?'"

Professor puts romanlic spin on econom-

The book, detailing the love
and adventures of |ason Cooley
and Samantha Fletcher, certainly bears resemblance to a
Harlequin novel. However,
somebody reading it may accidentally pick up a little economics instruction, as Samantha
woos lason by teaching him
financial planning (knowing
that he "would have picked out a
good investment-grade diamond"), and, tragically, as
Jason's Uncle Mitchell goes to
that big balance sheet in the sky.
"He gave his life so that we
could talk about estate planning
and funeral planning."
Apparently, students are eating this up. According to surveys
conducted by Gavin, students

confessed to only reading 15
percent of their old economics
textbooks, while they are now
reading 85 percent of "Life,
Love, and Economics," probably
skipping over the boring mushy
parts to get to the juicy home
loans sections.
After some major re-writing,
Sinclair estimates that the book
will be available to all schools
within a year.
"We added four new chapters," he says, promising even
more life, love, and economics
to be read about in the lives of
Samantha and lason.

students' motivations and attitudes toward owning cell
phones. The survey was commissioned through the College
of Business at Arizona State
University, and, although it is
supposed to re.oal all students'
attitudes towards the modern
conveniences, some students
had thoughts of their own on
the study.
SURVEY SAYS: Overall, 50.1
percent of students surveyed
owned cell phones.
"Yes, I own a cell phone, and
I love it," says Fielding Smith, a
senior
at
Georgetown
University. "Actually, I own two,
one for each of my two favorite
continents."

DLREK KREWEDL
deicklucwcdl^hoimjil com

THE IC HEWS

ics book

How many college textbooks—let alone economics
textbooks—can be labeled "a
page turner?"
"Life, Love, and Economics,"
the brainchild of Purdue
University professors Gavin
Sinclair, Robert W. Taylor, and
Dee E. Cuttell, is just that. First
utilized last semester, Sinclair
wanted to write a practical book
that wauld at the same time
interest his students.
"I wanted to write an economics book that was more useful and applicable to real life,"
says Sinclair. "When I called Bob
Taylor to talk about it, I said,
'How would you feel about

Ringing In Their Eon: Students ton I do
without their tell phones
Cellular One has conducted
a survey that examines college

SURVEY SAYS: Of students
who did not own cellular

"Having fatuity from
diverse backgrounds
adds to the intellectual
discourse in the academy
in terms of examining
issues from multiple perspectives, which aids in
the intellectual development of all students. If
we are to succeed as
leaders in a global society, we must first
understand the diversity
in our own country."

ers in a global society, we must
first understand the diversity in
our own country," Shuford said.
According
to
the
Department of Institutional
Research, Hispanic faculty
members made up 1.7 percent

BFTTINA SHUFORD
Cmltf lol Maltiultuiot t Acodtmk

lailillidl

of full-time faculty last semester—although Hispanic undergraduate students made up only
2.1 percent of the total undergraduate population.

phones, 57.6 perfect would like
to own one. 55.4 perfect of nonowners cited cost as the primary
barrier to becoming a cell phone
owner.
Claire Weingarden, a senior
at Syracuse University, wouldn't
mind having a cell phone, least
of all for what she calls the
"Roommate situation:" the ease
of not having to share a phone.
"But I'm realistic," she says.
"I go to Syracuse, where everybody lives within six blocks of
each other. And I know that
those free minutes that come
when you purchase the phone
can be tempting, but they will be
gone in no time."
SURVEY SAYS: Almost 15
perfect of cell phone owners
believe cell phones make them

look Stylish, 28.3 percent believe
thai cell phones are a necessity
for a good social life, and 22.8
percent believed cell phones are
perceived as good status symbols.
Yes, sometimes it feels that
way," says Fielding, "But the flip
side is the sheepishness felt
when the cell rings in certain situations. It can be embarrassing."
SURVEY SAYS: About 74
perfect of the students interviewed who own cell phones pay
their own cellular bills.
"Yeah,
right,"
says
Weingarden, disbelieving this
statistic. "Daddy pays them."
SURVEY SAYS: 20.8 percent
stated that parents paid for their
service.

Summer Hours

PARENTS & STUDENTS:
Did you know
UPS offers an

Monday - Friday 7am-5pm
Saturday 7am-3pm
Sunday 9am-3pm

EARN & LEARN
program?
BGSU students are
eligible up to

$23,000
Tuition Assistance for
their college career!
* beginning the first day of employment!

522 E. Wooster St.

354-0011

FREE DELIVERY

UPS Earn & Learn is designed for you, the student. Many students
rely on part-time employment to help defray the cost of their college
education. Others work for extra spending cash, and take advantage
of our Education Assistance. Whatever the motivation, the UPS Earn
& Leant program provides the means for students to achieve their
higher education goals by providing up to $23,000 Tuition Assistance.

Buy 1 Sandwich
! 3 Bagels & '.-., Pound
& Regular Drink,
of Cream Cheese
gef your next sandwich ) j
for $1.99
for 1 Penny

!!
Valid only ai BG Store 1 coupon per
cuilom#r limit 1 *r»lh coupon
EXPIRES August 3V ?000

[ j Valid only « BG Store 1 coupon per
I | customer Lin* 1 wrfi coupon

Package Handlers
Gain valuable leadership skills and practical business skills. Earn great
pay and receive extensive benefits that exceed what many companies
offer even full-time employees.

HERE'S WHAT YOU'LL GET:

You've got
questions...

' Great starting pay of $8.50-$9.50/hour with
annual raises
Weekly paycheck
- $3,000 per year in Education Assistance
• ConSerrr Student Loan Payback Program
• Work only 3-1/2 to 5 hours a day
• Set shift schedules
■ NO WEEKENDS or holidays
401 (k) and Stock Purchase Plan
Paid medical/life insurance

We've got
w answers!

Paid vacations and holidays
Advancement opportunity

The Technology Supporf Center

Call TODAY! (419)891-6820
or visit www.upsjobs.com

hHp://www.bgiu.edu/oHi(ei/iK/le(hiupporl/

179 Hoyei Holt, 372-0999
I1t@b9ne1i1q1u.edu

Bowling Green
State Univerjity
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Wicked Widow By Amanda Quick
Bantam Publisher, April 2000
From the book jacket:

omance in the new
millennium
WENDY SUTO
WMitot-'bgnci bgsu.cdu

Romance

IHE BGNEWS
in
the

New

Millennium, a conference focusing on the many
genres of romance writing
and how it contributes to
popular culture, will take
place at the University
August 4-5.
layne Ann Krentz, a.k.a.
Amanda Quick, will
keynote the conference
with her speech "Are We There
Yet?
Mainstreaming
the
Romance." With over 12 million
copies of her books in print,
Krcntz's novels regularly appear
on the New York Times, B.
Dalton and Waldenbooks best
seller lists. She has won many
awards, including the Romantic
Times Reviewers' Choice
Award and the Romance
Writers of America Lifetime
Achievement Award.
She has helped shape modern
romance by writing historical,
contemporary and even futuristic romance novels. Romantic
Times refers to her as "a master of
the genre." Her most current best
seller is "Wicked Widow."
Ann Belts, director of academic conferences and professional institutues, said Krentz is a
'writing woman.'
Dr. Kay ). Musscll will
speak

on

"Politics

and

Pleasure:
Understanding
Romance Authors, Readers and
Critics" Saturday. She is the
dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences and a professor
of literature and American
Studies at American University
in Wasington, D.C. Mussell
is the author of "Fantasy and
Recollection:
Contemporary
Formulas of Women's Romance
Fiction."

BGSU alumnus lennifer
Crusie will talk about "Kiss Me
Deadly: The Seductive Paradox
of Romance Suspense" Saturday
as well. She has contributed to

several anthologies devoted to library for its collection of popuromance theory and criticism lar culture materials.
and writes reviews and and edi"Krentz believes in what we
torials for newspapers, magazines are trying to do here," Scott said.
and journals.
The fee for the
She
is
the
entire confer"If you start an
ence
which
author
of
"Welcome
to Amanda Quick book in
includes lunch
Temptation," the late afternoon,
is
$70.
"Crazy for You,"
Admission to
you'll probably spend
and "Anne Rice:
only
hear
A
Critical the night with it."
Krentz speech is
$10
advance
Companion."
THE DENVER POST
Three panel
registration and
discussions will
$15 at the door
round out the conference. if scats arc available. To register,
"History,
Herstory
and call Continuing Education at
Romance" will examine the role (419) 372-8181 or toll-free 1of history in popular romances, 877-650-8165.
the history of authors' works, and
The conference is sponsored
of setting and heroines. "What's a by the Popular Culture Library
Nice Girl Like You Doing in a and Continuing Education,
&
Summer
Place Like This?" will analyze the International
characteristics of literary snobbi- Programs, BGSU, and the
ness, and the beliefs and preju- Maumee Valley Chapter of the
dices that keep it in its place in Romance Writers of America.
literature. The final panel "The
Conference Agenda:
Many Voices of Romance" will Friday, August 4
focus on writing teams, heroes 1:00-5:00 p.m. tours of the popu
and men as readers and writers of lar culture library
romance.
5:00-6:30 p.m. opening receptior
Alison Scott, the head librari- 6:30-7:30 p.m. keynote speech by
an at the Popular Culture layne Ann Krentz (a.k.a. Amand:
Library, said this is the second Quick)
romance conference to be held at 7:30 p.m. book fair and signings
the University. The first was Saturday, August 5
about three years ago, titled 9:00-9:45 a.m. Dr. Kay Mussell,
"Rereading the Romance."
featured speaker
"We have new stuff to talk 10:00-11:30 a.m. history, herstory
about, new topics on romance to and romance panel discussion
discuss," Scott said. "It will be a 11:30 a.m.-l:00 p.m. lunch with
great event and I am looking for- lennifer Crusie Smith, featured
ward to it."
speaker
Krentz volunteered to speak 1:15-2:45 p.m. "What's a nice girl
at this conference, according to like you doing in a place like
Scott, because she has heard how this?" panel discussion
the Popular Culture Library is 3:00-4:30 p.m. the many voices of
internationally known for being romance panel discussion
the largest and oldest academic 4:30 p.m. book fair and signings

Scandal is afoot and seduction is in the air in this,
Amanda Quick's sixteenth and most deliciously entertaining
novel. Now the mistress of Regency-period romantic suspense
brings us a notorious widow and a man of mystery as they flirt
with danger, fight temptation, and fall into the snare of desire
and intrigue....
Madeline Deveridge is all too aware of the whispers
behind her back, the rumors that she dispatched her husband
to the next world and concealed her crime. But Madeline has
a far more pressing problem than being called the Wicked
Widow. She fears that she and her beloved aunt are being
haunted! And all the evidence points to one improbable culprit: the ghost of her late husband. Of course it is impossible,
but Madeline cannot take chances.
So she dares summon the only person with the power to
help her uncover the truth—Artemis Hunt.
Brilliant, relentless, reclusive, Artemis has made it his
business to keep much of his private life hidden. No one
knows that he's the owner of the Dream Pavilions, London's
favorite pleasure gardens, or that he's a master of an arcane
society.
Curiosity brings him out on a fog-shrouded night to
meet the infamous Wicked Widow, but his amusement quickly flees when he realizes that Madeline has learned enough
about his affairs to wreak havoc on his carefully ordered existence. He must secure her guarantee never to divulge his
secrets to anyone, even if it means helping her track down a
phantom.
As soon as the bargain is struck, Artemis and Madeline
find their arrangement complicated by a searing desire, and
the frightening realization that the ghost poses a very real danger.
Now they must plunge into a world of intrigue and
ancient mysteries, where a tantalizing passion—and a calculating killer—will not be denied.

DOWNTOWN
APARTMENTS
www.newlovereally.com

114 S. MAIN ST.
• One Bedroom, above Wizard Graphic
• Laundry facilities & extra storage area
• FREE water & sewer
• Resident pays electric heat
• Air conditioned
Rentals
• Cat permitted w/ references
• One 3 month parking permit per apartment
332 S. Main
128 W. WOOSTER ST. OA
(Our only office)
• Unlirnished efficiency above China Village
• FREE water & sewer
• Resident pays electric/heat only
• Cat permitted w/ references
• One 3 month parking permit per apartment
134E.WQQSTERST.#B
• One Bedroom unfinished.
above downlown business
-y »• tm
Cfl1^ i\
• Largerooms
jl5afa~^OafcU
• Resident pays all utilities

NEWIPVE

• Stop by lor price check on all listings

2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
824 Sixth St.: 2 bedroom unfurnished. Quiet, private parking lot.
FREE gas/water/sewer.
920 E. Wooster St.: 2 bedroom fur
nished. Across from Kohl. FREE
gast/water/sewer.
534 N. Main St.: 2 bedroom
unfurnished. One car garage.
Washer/dryer hookup. New carpet
and painting.
131 E. Merry: 2 bedroom unfurnished. Close to everything.

The Grqa|i •
American > m

507 E. Merry: 2 bedroom furnished. Private parking. FREE
water/sewer.. Across from campus

Art
Multiples of the Sixties
June 2-August 13,2000
July 21
Double Your Fun: A Special Evening for
Families olMultiples
7p nv. Family Center. Room 103
Do you see yourself as the next Andy Warhol
or Claes Oldenberq Become a multiple artist
by creating labels lor the supermarket display
For families with twins, triplets, and more.
Feast on Twinkles and Kit Kats.
Reservations necessary as space is limited

117 1/2 Lehman: 3 bedroom
unfurnished located near downtown.

Europe • Africa • Asia • South America
More Than 100 Departure Cities!
Eurailpasses • Bus Passes • Study Abroad

student

«0l*NTSCTt.kr.c

> universe
•com

ITS YOUR WORt D IXPtORf IT

www.StudentUniverse.com

4l9/25S-8000e«t 7363

Videos on Pop Artists
7 9 30pm. Little Theater
Experience the lives of these exciting artists, i e
Andy Warhol. Iim Dine, Robert Rauschenbcrg, etc

800-272-9676

Tuesday-Thursday *0a w -4 '**.Friday IO * w -IO » w
Saturday IO * M -4 ' M . Sunday ni*iM .Closed Mondays
4iq rsS 8000 for more information • wvrwloledomuieum org
_

520 E. Reed: 2 bedroom furnished.
Private parking. Across from campus. FREE water/sewer.

T
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EDUCATION WATCH

Colleges face shortage of professors
V. DION HAVNIS
TMS CAMPUS

enrollment also surged when

sors and maintaining competi-

of living and Silicon Valley."

spring of Baby Boomers, immi-

1990s trend in which institutions

grants and others who have

college professors will be particu-

tive salaries for faculty their No. 2
and No. 3 most important issues.

versities.

Back then, schools

larly dramatic in Texas, Florida,

"At least I" states said they

Boomers and a flurry of expected

responded by building new cam-

Arizona and California. In a

are considering new initiatives

retirements, colleges and univer-

puses, expanding curricula and

decade, for example. California

on

and

Salaries and perks may rise

sities across the nation are brac-

hiring new professors.
Now tens of thousands of

alone is expecting 793,000 additional public and private school

demand." said Alene Russell,

significantly for faculty in engi-

Faced with a large enrollment
surge from the children ol Baby

ing for a shortage of lens of thousands of professors

Experts said the shortage of

| faculty |

supply

increase is composed of the off-

won't necessarily spur acrossthe-board raises or reverse the

millions of Baby Boomers flooded the nation's colleges and uni-

began relying more on part-time.

moved into the state in recent

non-tenured professors.

years and an increase in older
students. Using an average 20-1

senior research associate for the

neering, computer science and

faculty-student ratio, California
public and private institutions

those professors have reached

students.

Denver organization, which rep-

oilier popular fields in which

their 50s, 60s and 70s and are

resents higher education boards

professors already are in short

would need .in estimated 40,000

nearing retirement, according in

The population of collegebound students has been grow-

supply, they said. Salaries are

new professors to meet demand.

enrollment will rise by 2 million

the

Faculty

ing steadily for 15 years. The

in all 50 states.
In Arizona, where college

expected to remain

to 16 million students over the

Appointments
at
Harvard
University's Graduate School of

number of high school graduates

enrollment is expected to grow to

humanities and social science

in the U.S. has risen to 2.8 mil-

Education. Though colleges and

lion this year from 2.3 million in

120.000 in 10 years from
105,000. Gov. lane Hull recently

professors. Because no one can

No one has an exact figure on
the number of faculty positions

universities banned mandatory

the community colleges have

retirement in 1994, one-third of
the nation's faculty is 55 and

signed legislation placing a
proposition on the November

in 10 years, university officials

that will open over the next

1985. according to the Western
Interstate
Commission
for

think

proposed several ideas lo attract

Higher Education in Boulder.

ballot that would increase high

tenured positions offer them

new professors: boosting salaries,

faculty-student ratio, the figure
could reach an estimated 100,000

older compared to one-fourth a

Colo. The population is expected

er-education spending by S40

greater flexibility in deploying

offering free tuition to family

decade ago.

faculty as demand dictates.

that money, according to Arizona

"My suspicion is we'll have to

The college faculty crunch

If the hot job market and lure
of Internet start-ups continue,

to reach 3.2 million by 2008.
Moreover, the number of so-

million a year. A large portion of

positions.

called

stu-

education officials, would be

use temporary faculty more until

comes at a lime when elementary

finding enough qualified faculty

dents—adults 25 and older—has

used to address future faculty

we can catch up," said Ellen

and

to replace retirees and to meet

shortages.
The huge demand for top-

Nwitkcs, assistant vice president

Education experts are predicting

that

overall

college

next decade.

decade, but with an average 20-1

Project

on

non-traditional

flat

for

Faculty
University

and

of

at

the

California,

California State University and

predict what the hot jobs will be
temporary

groups

non-

members of faculty and providing mortgage assistance programs.
But some university officials

encountering their own teacher
shortages and when all schools

future demand could be much

been climbing rapidly.
Illinois' college enrollment is

for academic advancement for

and experts say the institutions

tougher this time around, some

expected to grow a modest

notch

by

the University of California sys-

likely will not be able to fill the

arc facing intense public pressure
to raise the quality of education.

experts said.

87.000 by 2020. according to the

Arizona. California. Texas and

tem. University of California

shortage completely.

state's

Higher

Florida could intensify competi-

officials are projecting they will

secondary

schools

are

During the first boom, "we

Board

of

research

faculty

Thus, seeking to meet a

Experts say the competition

didn't have the acute competi-

Education. Unlike the first boom

tion among institutions and

need 7,00(1 new professors.

greater demand with fewer pro-

for faculty could create a sellers

tion from the private sector," said

in the 1960s, which was spread

draw away talent from other

market, which in turn could
drive up salaries, exacerbating

Patrick Callan. president of the

throughout the country, this sec-

"Temporary staff can help us
while we're taking a look at what

fessors, they are exploring ideas

slates. Thus, even states with low

National I Voter for Public Policy

ond wave will be concentrated in

shortages are studying how they

we can expect in the future," she-

universities' current practice of

and Higher Education, a think

20 slates mainly in Ihe West,

can prevent a brain drain.

added.

hiring more part-time and nontenured professors and forcing

tank in San lose. Calif.
"The competitive impact is

"Maryland is seeking more
state funds to attract and retain

The
I'ostsccondary

California
Education

more "distance learning" courses
on television and the Internet.

institutions to introduce more

strong." Callan added. "But in

Pacific Northwest, Southwest and
South.
A survey conducted by the

faculty." Russell added. "North

Commission, the planning and

Some say the shortage could spuir

independent study courses to
reach more students with fewer

California. |the problem of hiring new facultyl is more pro-

State
Higher
Education
Executive Officers showed that

Dakota is making recommenda-

coordinating agency for

fundamental changes in highct.

tions on how to get more money

State's public colleges and univer-

instructors.
In the 1960s and

nounced, with a combination of

college officials
considered
attracting and retaining profes-

for faculty salaries, and Maine is

sities, is projecting that in 10

Ihe shortage "will force us to

looking into bringing its university salaries in line with salaries of

years an additional 7U.000 students will enroll in public institu-

adjust. Teaching and learning

similar institutions."

tions and an additional 71,000 in
private institutions. As in

Callan of the National Center foi

1970s.

high student demand, high cost

I

1

Still.
higher
education
experts say that the low supply
and high demand for faculty
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A
University
Bookstore

(In the Saddlemire Student Services Building)
conveniently located on campus

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

!USED & NEW
TEXTBOOKS
■ Large Selection of BGSU Clothing
I
I
I
'charge I
I
I Store Hours:
Monday - Friday
I
I 7:30-5:00
Closed Saturday & Sunday
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Special Order Book Service
Children's Books
Best Sellers
Paperbacks
Computer Software & Supplies
Magazines
Calculators
BGSU Clothing
Art & School Supplies
Film & Developing
Greeting Cards
Health & Beauty Aids
Gifts

Phone: 372-2851

L

boosting class sizes and offering

the

education.

will be done differently," said

Florida, Texas, Arizona and other

Public

booming

Education.

states,

California's

Policy

and

Higher

WELCOME!

Pre - Reg. Students & Parents
Collegiate Connection
T-Shirts
Sweatshirts
Hats
Coffee Mugs
Jewelry
BGSU

Glassware
Window Stickers
Checkbook Covers
ID Covers
Pens

Pencils
Fleeceware
Windbreakers
Jackets
Squeeze Bottles

Get
10% off
any one BGSU Item

A

PARENTM

Expires 7/31/00
u

<

531 Ridge Street Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419)352-8333
Across from Mac West

SPACE SAVERS Inc.
I*«»IJ

LOFT RENTALS
ZPRE-REG SPECIAL
419-352-5475

/

Planl

Loft
$95.00
Set-up
$25.00
Take down ...FREE
Subtotal
$120.00
Tax
$7.20

MasterCard

0] i
J

such as leaching year-round,

erexp.es 7/30/00^

To,al

$127.20

Refrigerator Rental
3.1 CU
.1.5 CU
■■

$55.00+Tax
$35.00+Tax,

405 Thurstin Av.
Bowling Green

Plan 2
Lpft
$95.00
Take down ...FREE
Subtotal
$95.00
Tax
$5.70
Total
$100.00

»

«
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ENTERTAINMENT
T marks the spot!
"X-Men" follows the paths of
several groups of mutants, who
are discriminated against by
humans due to their deformities. One group of the mutants
are led by Professor Charles
Xavier, played by Patrick Stewart
and who seems to have been
born for the role. Xavier, who
can read people's minds and
control their actions, owns and
operates a school for mutants
and hopes to help them succeed
in life.
But with every good guy, there
is a bad guy. And Magneto,
whose portrayal by Ian
McKellen is spooky, is as bad as
they get. His unique powers
enable him to cause and create
magnetic fields and also can
pick up police cars with a
motion of his hand and levitate
them in the air.
The start of the movie shows
the government trying to pass a
bill which would make it a law
for all mutants to register with
the government. Magneto, furious with the ignorance of the
men in suits, vows to get his
revenge.
Along the way, we meet
Wolverine, Storm, Cyclops, lean
Grey and Rogue, who were all
important members of the car-

PETE STELLA
pM<"llj<'' bgnCI -bgMI edu

THE BG NEWS
When I was a child, I loved

cartoons just as much as the
next kid.
I loved Warner Brothers' cartoons the best and "He-Man"
was a very close second. But the
older I got, the less time 1 had
for them because of other
engagements.
But I always seemed to have
time for "X-Men" on Saturday
mornings. I was never a big fan
of the comic book, but I loved
the cartoon show.
Moving a cartoon to a movie
is a risky business in Hollywood.
Some of the pictures fail and
some of them succeed, and "XMcn" definitely blew me away.
Director Bryan Singer, who
also did "The Usual Suspects",
will be pleased to know that his
movie grossed over $57 million,
making it the fourth highest
three-day opening ever.
The great thing about his
movie is that it is awesome from
start to finish. It is not boring at
all and the visual effects are
absolutely incredible. The story
of the movie is also well done
and it just isn't a movie with
cool effects and no acting.

toon show. Absent are such popular characters as Beast and
Gambit but the portrayal of the
five is well done.
Wolverine, whose entire
skeleton is made up of adamantium, an unbreakable type of
metal, proves to be the coolest
character with his attitude and
ability to heal himself.
Magneto plans to infect several important people at a United
Nations function and turn them
into mutants. Despite their
anger towards humans for the
mean treatment they receive
from them, the X-Men set out to
stop him. Magneto has his share
of goons, including Sabertooth,
Mystique and Toad, played by
Darth Maul himself, Ray Parker.
The movie rocks the house
and the fight scenes, especially
the one on the Statue of Liberty,
are great testosterone pumping
jolts. And of course as any comic
book would, the end leaves it
open for a sequel.
I really enjoyed "X-Men" and
1 would venture to say it is a
thrill ride from start to finish.

Photo Proiided
Wolverine (Hugh Jockmon) Cyclops (James Marsden). Xavier (Patrick Slewort), Storm (Halle
Berry), and Jean Grey (Fomke ionssen) convene in Xovier's underground lob.

Photo Provided
Wolverine (Hugh Jackmon) and the melamorphing Mystique (Rebecca Rorrnin Slamos) square oil in
a deadly dud.

St. Mark's
Lutheran Church

Church
Directory

We invite you into
our church family

St. MM.

Sunday Worship at: 8:30 and 11:00 a.m.
"Contemporary Worship with Communion" each
Saturday evening at 5:00 p.m.

Pastor Dale Schaefer
Visit the L.O.F.T. A ministry for students
315 S. College Drive
3 Blocks South of Campus
419-353-9305
email: stmarkbg@wcnel.org
ELCA ■ • "The Welcome Place"

Church of the Nazarene

1111 COMMUMTYQ/CHRIST

Multiple Morning Worship Services
University Power Hour: 12 Noon
6 p.m. Service
Sunday School for all ages

r^ ^-^ LUTHERAN CHURCH & STUDENT CENTER

|| || 1124 E. WoosterSt.

352-5101

Sunday Traditional Worship

First Presbyterian Church
Sunday Worship
Church School

10:00 am
11:00 am - 12:00 pm
Christian Education For All Ages
• Music • Nursery • Care •

Looking for a traditional Lutheran Service?

Web Site: http://www.bgnazarene.org
Email Address: pastorscott@bgnazarene.org
1269 Conneaut Ave. BG, OH
352-2289

Sunday School and
Contemporary Worship
Join us for friendship and fellowship
Everybody Welcome

JFIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

I

jgj
jij
<i>

Pastor David Cook Young
$
126 S. Church, Bowling Green $
352-5176

v,- ■-• '♦-.''.." •.«'V^v v.' w ■■'.•.;_.

\mv SIIOHIM.

WELCOME
STUDENTS

God loves you and has an answer for your life.
9:30 am Sunday School classes Tor all ages
{including College and Career Class)
10:30 am Morning Worship
6:00 pm Kvening Fellowship Hour
7:00 pm Wednesday Kvening Bible Study & Prayer
Anytime! Come & Talk
1749 South Wintcrgarden Road Pastor David K Falh
(419)352-0417
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

En

? Dining Services
Operating Hours
UWK?000
Krtischer Sundial Food Court

Come to Abiding Word Lutheran Church (ELS)
(In association with WELS)
17202 N. Mercer Rd.
Call 353-9013 for Information

St5$l
St. Thomas More
University Church
5:00p.m. Saturday; 10:00a.m. Sunday
School Year Times:
11:30a.m.. 7:00p.m. Sunday

To I ado Zoo
VX7

Breakfast: 7 am - 10 am
Lunch: 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Dinner: +30 pm - 6: 30 pm

I Thursday. July 27
rupert
IMri,:

" MADONNA

ThENExr

BESFJHING

pa '1*6 I31-SS-. -="£i~"i f$
www ncxtbcviihmginovKXORi

a

111 OI scamp
8:00 p.m. ■■
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July 10 - 16
July 17
July 18-22
July 23
July 24 - 27
July 28
July 29
July 30
July 31 - August 3
August 4

Open for
Open for
Closed
Open for
Open for
Open for
Closed
Open for
Open for
Open for

Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner
Breakfast & Lunch only
Dinner only
Breakfast. Lunch. & Dinner
Breakfast & Lunch only
Dinner only
Breakfast. Lunch. & Dinner
Breakfast & Lunch only

Sign up by July 23,2000

Founders Keepers < Food Court Hours

Departing from Hanna parking lot at 8:00am
and return at 5:00pm

July 10-August 4
Mondays - Fridays
Food Court 7 am - 6:30 pm
Coffee Shop 7 am - I pm
Saturdays & Sundays
Food Court 7 am - 6:30 pm
Coffee Shop Closed

July 28,2000

53

To sign up for this activity come by 204 South Hall
for information call the
Office of Campus Involvment • 372-2343

I
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Toledo Zoo holds 'roaring'concert
WENDY SUTO
wsutot^bgnei.bgiu edu

THE 8G NEWS
Throw in a den of lions, a
couple of polar bears, two bald
eagles and a few bands and you
truly have a "roaring" and wild

concert at the zoo.
The
Toledo
Zoo
amphitheatre held a concert
Monday, July 17, which featured
Third Eye Blind, along with
Vertical Horizon and Splender.
The bands are on the road
throughout the summer, touring the U.S.
Splender opened the
show with "I Think God Can
Explain,'' a true story about a
crazed ex-lover stalking a girl,
and is told from the stalker's
point of view. Their debut
album "Halfway Down the Sky"
was released in May 1999 and its
lyrical quality runs deep, hinting upon their group's personal
experiences.
Vertical Horizon played
next, opening with "We Are"
and performced other hits from
thier most recent album
"Everything You Want." These
hits included "You're A God,"
"Send It Up" and "Best I Ever
Had."
When Stephan Jenkins,
the lead vocalist of Third Eye
Blind (3eb), came onto the
stage, he expressed to the audience his desire to "feel closer
and make a connection" with
them. All eyes followed lenkins
as he ran into the audience to
sing "lumper," the summertime
sing-along,
according
to
lenkins. 3eb also promoted
their latest album "Blue."

Vertical Horizon's one and only lead
vocalist and guitarist Matt Sconnell (top)
opens up their portion of the concert
with "We Are." Cool shades, Matt.
They are everything we wont, everything
we need. Guitarists Keith Kane and Sean
Hurley jam to the band's number one hit
in the country "Everything You Wont."

Splender (for left) is the up-and-coming pop/allernalive
band to hit the music scene, describing themselves as "a
hard-hitting rock band with great melodic pop sensibilities ovet blooding and intense lyrics." From left is lead
guilotisl Jonathan Svec, boss guitarist lames Cruz, lead
singer and guitarist Waymon Boone and drummer Marc

Slutsky.

Third Eye Blind's (left) chillling poster display at the concert Monday evening. The borta members ere guitarist
Arion Solozar, leod singer and guitarist Stephan Jenkins,
drummer Brod Horgreaves, and guitarist Tony
Fredianelli. "Blue" exists as a strong, energetic, vibrant
record, but it also challenges itsell and exposes the intricate inner core from where these sounds come.
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We're at your
service • • •
•
•
•
•
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•

Kroger Pharmacy
'Offers
Great Values
Pharmacy Hours:

SEND MOM
FLOWERS
FOR HER
iTFTIVi

Fax Service
took no further.,
you can do it
Western Union
from Kroger.
Postage Stamps
Express Shipping
Money Orders
Copier Service
Ticketmaster
Video Rentals
Fifth Third Bank

Cleaning
Supplies...

Mon. - Sat. 8 am - 9 pm Sunday 9 am - 5 pm
Pharmacy Phone: 353-5216
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•Soda Pop

• Paper Towels
• Cleaners
• Sponges
• Mops & Brooms
•and more!
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• Cheese

• Potato Chips
• Pizza
• Subs/Sandwiches
•Crackers

#-

• Ice Cream
• Cookies
• Fried Chicken
• Salad Bar
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PICK

up
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SHAMPOO AND
OTHER HEALTH
AND
BEAUTY CARE
PRODUCTS INCLUDING
COSMETICS AT YOUR
TOTAt VAl0E L£ADER

© 2000 The Kroger Co.
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Female impersonator is an
activist with a cause
PAYSHA STOCKTON

TM5 CAMPUS

like "We're all in bed together,"
and "probing forums" with
saucy titles.
Matencio's new official title
is young men's community
organizer of Queercore, Gay
City's group for men between
the ages of 18 and 29.
Queercore has about 75 volunteers and sponsors regular
social events. In 1999, Gay City
reports, more than 2,000 young
men attended.
It also hosts informal "coffee
talk" get-togethers.

Gaysha Slarr always ends the
nighl with a little friendly dragqueen advice: Use a condom. If
you drink or use drugs, don't
hurt anybody. Love yourself.
The 28-year-old glamour
girl performs diva tunes and
hosts lip-sync contests at
Neighbours, a longtime Seattle
gay bar, every Sunday night. In
her long black wigs, sparkling
skin-tight gowns and towering
platform mules, Gaysha has
shaken her moneymaker
for many a good cause.
She's prettier than the
average queen and that's
meant more cash for char1
ity. As the 1999 Empress of
(the Imperial Sovereign
Court of Seattle, an annual pageant, her court
raised about $23,000 for
gay
organizations— fl^mt Motencio/Gaysha Slorr
Sl%000 of which will go to
The goal: to build a strong
student scholarships.
Working the scene since community for young gay men
1993, she has donated perfor- and provide alternative social
mances and tips for groups such events that promote safe fun.
And, most important, to
as Chicken Soup Brigade, the
Northwest AIDS Foundation help young gay men avoid the
and the People of Color Against big A.
Matencio's all for that. Since
AIDS Network.
Gaysha's proud of her image he donned his first dress, he's
as a civic-minded good-time fell a duty to serve his community.
girl.
But now, Robert Matencio,
He's home-grown—his famthe man behind the queen, is ily moved here from t hemaking a career of community Philippines when he was one—
service at Gay City Health and he can't really imagine leavProject, an in-your-face health ing Seattle.
He still performs in drag
organization.
several nights a week. But many
Known for its irreverent,
naughty and creative approach nights, he goes out "to network"
to gay men's esteem, health and on behalf of Queercore.
"People think I'm pretty and
sexual issues—the bowling
event to celebrate its tive-year fluffy, but I have business cards
in my pocket or purse all the
anniversary
was
called
HomoBowl—the men ol Gay time," he says. "And I can make
City use camp to reach their things happen."
Like recently, when he per
peer-.
suaded a local bar to donate
Out with stern condom lecfood for a Queercore "Bring
tures and tragic AIDS images. In
with Ken-doll poster campaigns your own meat" barbecue in

Crossword

exchange for publicity.
"You create win-win situations," he explains.
It was his Rolodex—and
fund-raising skills—that won
him the job at Gay City in
March.
"He knows absolutely everyone," says John Leonard, Gay
City executive director.
Leonard can see Matencio
taking Queercore in new directions, maybe to the bars. In the
past, he says, the organization
has stuck to social events that
provide alternatives to clubbing.
"The gay bars, like it or
not, are pretty much the
centers of gay culture.
Robert has a tremendous
amount of connections in
the gay bars in Seattle,"
Leonard said.
Matencio, who coordinates Queercore with George
Frochle, says: "I'd like us to
reach a wider base. I'd like to see
more men of color involved, as
well as bisexual men."
Matencio writes a column
for Seattle Gay News and would
like to start a Queercore magazine. Sort of a "gay man's
Cosmo."
But mostly, he wants to
energize the group's volunteers
and foster community. Create a
place where young gay men can
talk about sex. A place they can
gain the self-esteem he believes
translates into healthier lifestyle
choices—not smoking, not getting high, not having unprotected sex.
It's a new kind of activism
for him. He now goes to work
more often as Robert, not
Gaysha.
"For me to work in the community outside of drag is
incredible," he says. "I really
believe in what they do. I feel
really good about being someone in my age group who's taking responsibility."

ACROSS
1 Pretentious
person
5 Peel
9 Davis or Midler
14 Chief Justice
Warren
15 Track shape
16 Pointer
17 Puerto
18 Valid
20 Railroad vehicle
22 Writer Qoldsmnh
23 Veteran seafarer
24 PGA member
26 Scottish loch
27 Palid
30 Is agitated

32 Rude person
33
34
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Irrational tear
Scottish cap
Bunding addition
Showering
Words at the attar
Unknown John
Ogling
Virginia dance
Encumbered
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45 Deputized body
46 Slender
48 Proofs ot age,
briefly
49 Zodiac sign

8 New Haven
student
9 Court
appearance
security
10 Weasel's relative
11 Debased
imitations
12 Carries
13 Pilchers
19 Honking
21 Is able
24 Showy flowers
25 Tie up again
27 Not up yet
28 Fly alone
29 Links' rarities
30 Policeman's
badge
31 OW crone
33 Prospectors
bonanza
35 Summer coolers
36 Sleeper spy
38 Scarlet or
Crimson
42 More spacious

50 Tenant
52 Harass
56 Worshiping
latsely
59 Concept
60 Choreographer
DeMfle
61 Egg on
62 Mild oath
63 Tractor maker
64 Disorderly state
65 Cong, people
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

DOWN
Feudal peon
Claw
PugetSotcid
whale
Desklop
protector
Uke the Arctic
Declare
positively
Tease
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Stag's horn
For each
Set ol three
Bushy row
Misplaces
Relieve
Harbor vessels
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Advantage
Tidal situation
Young uns
Daiquiri
ingredient
58 Galena of
mispckel

Now Two Great Locations.
In Toledo A Bowling Green I

40

Enjoy 27 Different Appetizers Homemade
Soups, Steaks. Chops A Ribs. 50 Sandwiches.
100 Brands of Beer. Seafood 4 Desserts
Extensive Childrens Menu & Special
tfirthday Celebrations Available!
ji
Gill Certificates Avaric^e lr
Any ueromiwticn

DAYS
UNTIL
FALL
CLASSES
START

I in S Mam . Bowling Green • 353-0988 • 822 vVashington'ij^iijfcdo ■ 255-0010

Bowling Green Summer Musical Theater presents
rodgers & hammerstein's

Oklahoma!

Incoming BGSU Students!
When You Absolutely, Positively
Want a Better Job ... A
j

Ground
Offers
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Year-Round Position
5 Shifts To Choose From
3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Paid Training
Advancement Opportunities
Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Starting at $8.50-$9.00
$.50 Raise After 90 Days
Great Work-Out

$050

8

Tickets 58. SI 0 & SI 2 • Box office open weekdays, noon to 6 p.m.
For ticket Information call (419) 372-8171 or (800) 589-2224
A Unlverslty/Communltv Production • Presented bv the College of Musical Arts

LOCATION, PRICE & SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!
505 CLOUGH -CAMPUS MANOR
Two Bedroom, Furnished, One Bath Plus Vanity
School Year- Two Person Rate- $610.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- S540.00

5 Shifts
to Choose
From

On-Campus

♦ Might
jV
(11:30pm to 4:30am)
Mon-Fri
$9.00/hr
♦ Sunrise
(3:00am to 8:00am)
Tues-Sat
$9.00/hr

Thursday,
July 20th
11:00-3:00
on the steps of the
EducationBuilding

(2:30pm to 6:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr

♦ Twilight

(7:00pm to 10:00pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ EndojiL
(3:00am to 8:00am)
Mon-Fri
$9.00/hr

00

451 THURSTIN -Across from Offenhauer
Furnished Efficiency
Full Bath, School Year -One Person Rate- $350.00
One Year - One Person Rate - 5320.00
724 S. College -Two Bedroom, Unfurnished
1 1/2 Bath.
School Year -One Person Rate- $610.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - 5510.00
810 & 815 FOURTH -One Bedroom, Furnished
1 nil Bath
School Year -One Person Rate- 5400.00
One Year - One Person Rate - 5360.00
649 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms, Furnished
One Bath, Vanity in Hall
School Year -Two Person Rate- 5535.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - 5440.00

♦ Day

841 EIGHTH -Two Bedrooms, Furnished
2 Baths
School Year- Two Person Rate- 5495.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- 5425.00

Ground
650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260

Call for more information
ings on the
shifts

July 14,15, 21 & 22 • September 8 & 9
All performances at 8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall • Moore Musical Arts Center • BGSU

1800.5823577
EEO/AA

For Your Convenience We Are Located At
319 E. WfJOSter Street, across from Taco Bdl
.

Classified
Ads
372-6977
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Wanted

Wanted

F. rmte. needed for nice, large
house. Own bedroom. 1 block Irom
campus Call 354-2024.

Female Rmfe leeded for Aug or
Sepl 2000 through Aug 2001 Own
Room. $200/mo., close lo campus
Please call 353-3055.

Female rmle. needed for 2 bdrm.
apt. Close to campus, lidy. responsible. For into call 352-9693

Help Wanted
SSS INTERNET GOLD SSS
Ground floor opportunity with an incredible E-commerce business Unlimited income potential! Intereted?
e-mail inquires to gwulff@aol.com

Looking lor a female roommate. 3
bedroom, Campbell Hill Apts.. Aug. Dec., or full year. Call Lauren at
(3301699-1158

Financial Analysis Intern
Financial Company
needs summer inlem
submit resume to
Cheryl@eeekadvertising.com
Mark subject "Financial Intern* stipend

Sublessors needed. 2 bdrm apt. air.
cond. $575 mo. start Aug. 1. 507 E.
Merry «6. 354-0245

Now hiring for childcare
Fall staff positions.

Help Wanted
Apparel Merchandising
Fashion
Retail
Slart up needs summer intern
or full time Stipend/salary
Submit resume to
Cheryl @ eeekadvertising.com

Here's a vatacta tor nding with
the automotive tools and equipment leader. We're offering a
time-limited employment opportunity that could get you on the
road to owning America's premier home-based franchise.
As a short-term employee, you will earn a salary, commission
and benefits In addition, you will receive top-drawer training
and coaching, plus personalued lien support.

[Test your skill with
NTN Interactive Sports &
Trivia Games']

If you qualify as an entrepreneur, seeking a self-directed career.
nof just a job—fax or wnle: Snap-on Tools Company, Bob
De Laurentls, 67 MelroseAve.Bergenlield.NJ 07621; Fai:
(80O)37«-09J7.

Business QflD ufllfll
Start up needs summer intern or
full-time
Stipend/Salary
Submit resume to:
Cheryl@eeekadver1ising.com
Mark subject "Business Plan"

New For You

.^HIGHLAND

www.snapon.com

MANAGEMENT

♦llf.H!Ll!JLt»

354-6036

An Equs/ C«xytunih/ Employer U/F/D/V

9a.m.-5p.m.

Food's never been
this much fun!

Graduate Student Housing

Behavioral Connections
of Wood County

Take a virtual tour at:
www.hkjhland mgmt.com

\ r
Behavioral Mealihcate

LINK TEAM LEADER

CLINICAL
COUNSELOR/THERAPIST
FOR DIRECT CLIENT CARE

Working Supervisor fof Cristl
Consultant Team This position
combines the administrative duties
or recruiting, training and
supcr\ IMOII with direct client care.
MSW or related Masters:
Lieensurc

To apply for either position, send
RESUME to BCWC Human Resources Dept.
1010 N. Prospect, Bowling Green, OH 43402 EOE

803-815 8th St.
2 bedroom Apts.
S450-S550/mo.
12 mo. lease
The Highlands
220NapcteonW.
One bedroom, laundry facilities
in btdg.. a/c, quief.
From S395/mo.
The HomesteadGraduate Housing
130 f_ Washington
One and two bedroom. A/C.
on-site laundry, ceramic tile,
soundproof construction, skytghts
dishwashers, vaulted ceilings
From S455/mo.

READ THE BG NEWS

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST/VARIOUS DUTIES MH"h 5-9. Sat 9-3.
$6.50/hour. Possible study time.
Great Lakes Ford 353-5271, Ask for
Kathy
Private Duty Nursing
PSA is looking for RN's or LPN's
for private duty nursing, evenmc
shifts, in the Luckey area. Please
call Cathie to arrange interview.
419-537-1856- 1-888-403-2273
Showroom Sales Person needed for
Ceramic Tile Distributor in Toledo.
Call 1-800-888-6122. ask for Tim.

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, lull-time, even put in
overtime hours, around your college
and personal schedule, work a minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus overtime. Many college
students work here. Starting pay is
$5.30 per hour with an automatic
S 25 per hour increase to $5.55 after
100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging
ot small parts. Apply in person between the hours of 9:00 AM and
5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.. INC. 428 Clough St., Bowting Green, OH. only 2 blocks from
campus near Kmko's and Dairy
Oueen next to the railroad tracks.

Jay-Mar Apartments

Two Positions Available

Part or full-time sorters or cleaners
$7.50 hr Walking distance from
campus Apply in person at 441 Pike
St

Confidential Eating
Disorder Support Group
Women at all stages ot recovery
Group support & encouragement
Confidential interactive discussions
Every Wednesday 7-8:30pm
Wellness Connection
170 Health Center
Student Health Service
Judy Miller, 372-7425
for more info

130 E. Wjsiunpion Street. Bo* Imp Green
Kenosha, Wl

MSW or related Masters; Lieensurc
Clinical Counseling Experience,

Organist-Pianist Needed
Pemberville United Methodist
Church 205 Perry St Pemberville,
OH. Sunday morning service 11-12
noon. Mon. night choir practice
starts Fall 7:30-8 30pm Please contact Cindy 287-4020

Babysitter for 10 & 11 yr. olds
Weeks ot Aug. 7, 14 & 21.
352-7931

In less than a year- based on your successful performanceyou will be eligible lor generous financial assistance in
converting lo a francfused Snapon Dealer. YbuH be in business
for yoursell, but not by yourself.

^«%

352-2506
Now hiring telephone order clerks
for both shifts 9am-2pm or 5pm9pm. Flexible Hours $6 hr. & commisp *n. 2 blocks from campus 3538705, Matt

M UAIN-SOWllNG

TEACHERS
One Spanish (7-12),
One French (7-12|,
Certified Teachers, send resume to:
Fremont City Schools,
Attn: Diane Kershaw
1220 Cedar St., Fremont. OH 43420
(419)332-6454.

For Sale
Air conditioner, window unit, 5000
BTU. 15 yrs old, new cond. $130.
352-5387 ext 3423
HONDAS FROM $29/mo Police impounds' 0 down. 24 mo. at 19.9%
For listings 1 -800-319-3323 ext4558

C

For Rent

DINNER,
\SPECIALS

■• 1 & 2 bdrm apts low as $355 "
Rooms: for male students $210 mo
Call 353-0325

INTERNET
MANAGER

The Technology Infrastructure Project ■ Building an Electronic Community

1 & 2 bedroom furnished apartments
9« 12 month leases
352-7454
310 E Merry 1 room avail. $227.50.
on-site laundry. Available Aug.
2000. 373-0038.

MONDAY

Sirloin Steak
TUESDAY

Swiss Steak
1

WEDNESDAY

www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet

• Internet Sales
• Web Page Updates
Computer related functions

DUPLEX FOR RENT
118Plamer
Avail 8/1/00, $345/mo.
Util. included, 353-7547.

Stuffeb Pork Chop

Rmte. for 2 bdrm. apt. wanted. Aug.
13 to May 13. $265 month. 2 blocks
from campus 354-6823

THURSDAY

H.akeb Chicken

A progress report

Available Aug. 1. 3 bedroom, apt.
Close to BGSU $550 mo & dep Yr
lease required. Call 686-4651.

Responsible for

C«rll|i«S Anju, B,e*f

^{aufmem

Call Mark Campbell
at Bowling Green
Lincoln Mercury Jeep

Roomr. for grads
plus util 4 1 bdrm
plus util. in 100
house. Loads of
0153 or 352-9925

352-2553

- $225 S $265
upper apt $435
yr. old historic
character. 353-

1628

Just as the campus summer is about

Cabling moved on this week to the

two-thirds done, so, too, is trenching for

Administration Building and will be

the technology infrastructure project.

starting in other buildings in the south-

As of July 12, just under six miles (31,000

west corner of campus. It will continue in

feet) of trench had been dug, or roughly
62 percent of the total planned for the
project.The primary runs—connecting

network will be fully implemented.

the "core" buildings—were completed in

Look for weekly project updates in

June, and just over 9,000 feet of second-

"The BG News.'Xonstruction updates are

ary runs remained to be finished.

available via the BGsupernet hotline

of trench east of Mercer Road.That work

lwww.bgsu.edu/recsports

geographic groups of buildings into fall
2001, when the faster, more reliable

Also yet to be done are the 9,500 feet

EAST WOOSTER
BOWU\GGR((N-354-2535

FAC L TY HOURS
Student Recreation Center
Monday-Friday:
9:00am-8:00pfn

(2-0500) and on the Web at
www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet.

is still scheduled to start at the end of

FITWELL CENTER
nnnu

SRC and PKH Summer Hours

Ml

Saturday:
11 :00am-6:00pm

SUMMER HOURS
MAY ?9-Auqusi 9
(locAied

Perry Field House

reseeding of grassy areas and repaying.

Monday-Thursday:
9:00am-6:00pm
(9:00am-Noon. tours only please)

Interior construction—preparation of
buildings for cabling—had wrapped up
in 17 buildings by July 12 and was
nearing completion in several others.

IIIE

SRC)

NooN-5:00pM

Sunday:
Closed

What the trenching machines have

ol

TuEsdAy ANd WEdNEsdAy:

this month and end by mid-September.

left behind is now being addressed via

IN IHE MEZZANINE

^\V?
N
~'

AEROBICS
Summer Aerobics Schedule

Friday:
9:00am-Noon (tours only)

Moon:

Map

Map Map
Combo

Saturday-Sunday:

4:00:

tlap

Kirk
bo*

S:30:

Kick

Funk Klak

box

boa

flap
Combo

Among those in which the work is
finished are the Technology Building, the

Closed

Tucker Center for Telecommunications,
the Popular Culture Center and the

INTRAMURALS

Social Philosophy and Policy Center.

Summer Office Hours
130 Perry Field House
May 15-August 11

The next construction phase,
cabling, has also been completed in the
Technology Building and the Tucker
Center, and is expected to be done in
Hayes Hall by the end of next week.
They are three of the core buildings in
the coming data network, and the

A worker pushes on a concrete manhole

fourth, Kreischer, will also have all of its

as it's lowered into the ground on the

new cable in place soon.

south lawn ofHanna Hall.

BGSU

Si

WIT wrr
wtr
work work work
out out
out

Kick
BOX
Funk
wrr
work
out

Monday-Thursday:
10:00am to 1:00pm
(and by appointment)
RECREATIONAL
ICATIOHAl^^-^-^
SPORTS

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Ml

Map

Look for these programs and
eventsLate Mite at the ffec • Yoga
Karate • Monster Hash
Wellness Bash

■Jsa-^tr Bus
BGSU
For more info about any of these

...COMING SOOHI

,

